Up-date Summary, Oct’09

• Membership stands at 53:
  – Ordinary members: 37
  – Associate members: 16
• Survey on APTLD priorities and strategy in Sept’09
• DNSSEC Training for Members in Seoul, Oct’09
• Facilitated strategy building workshop in Seoul, Oct’09
• Formal communication:
  – Letter to ICANN on IDN ccTLD requesting finalisation of the Fast Track Implementation Plan
  – Congratulations to DoC and ICANN CEO on the Affirmation of Commitments
  – Response to ICANN’s letter on IDN ccTLDs restating our views
• .HK as the new Secretariat takes over fully beginning July’09
• Next Members’ Meeting:
  – In conjunction with APRICOT in March 2010, Kuala Lumpur
• Planned:
  – RTLDO IGF Workshop in Egypt
  – RTLDO coordinated survey in December